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Introduction
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• INAHTA (International Network of Agencies for Health Technology 
Assessment) position statement and background paper

• Project was already underway when we were co-opted onto the group 
(as subject specialists) to undertake the systematic search, but remained 
involved until completion

• We had never met each other, but had to quickly develop a working 
relationship and define our roles with in the project



• Leading Questions:
• (To what degree) did we have a shared implicit understanding of each step?
• (To what degree) was it shared by other team members?
• Where did our shared implicit understanding end? / Where did we have to be 

explicit?
• Where should we have been more explicit? Are there tools that might have 

helped us do so?
• What can other information specialists in similar situations learn from our 

experience?
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Method

• We reflected on our collaboration 
against the framework of eight key stages of a literature search for a 
systematic review synthesized in Cooper et al. (2018) and beyond



• People with relevant expertise of 
literature searching

• information specialists/scientists
• librarians
• trial search co-ordinators
• …

• Working group sought expert searcher 
and peer reviewer for strategy

• LJ/JW agreed(!), but
• Collaboration beyond peer review
• Project involvement beyond search
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Implicit • Experienced searchers
Lessons • Two heads better than one 

• Searchers often have relevant expertise 
beyond literature search

1: Who should undertake the literature search?

Cooper et al. (2018) Our Collaboration



Cooper et al. (2018)
• Guidance focused on reviews of 

effectiveness
• Thorough and comprehensive > avoid 

missing key studies; minimize bias
• Both terms context sensitive and subject 

to resource limits

• Transparently reported > increases 
confidence

Our Collaboration
• Evidence-based position paper
• Project resources predefined

• Experienced reviewers with limited time

• PRISMA considered standard within 
group
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Implicit • Thorough, comprehensive and transparent (PRISMA)
Lessons • Consider discussing “thorough and comprehensive” in 

context of planned project
• Consider discussion about what reporting guideline means 

for project

2: Determining the aim and purpose of a literature search



• Identify existing or planned reviews to 
determine if new review is justified

• Initial search to estimate volume and 
quality of relevant literature to gauge 
resources required

• JW/LJ: Review all documentation 
provided 

• Background & scope of the project
• Phenomenon of interest

• Local conversations to understand the 
topic and what was required

• Developed and presented three 
search approaches to working group

• Criteria: volume, relevance, quality
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Implicit • Initial searching to target volume, relevance and quality
Lessons • Initial searching as feasibility test desirable > early 

involvement of searchers

3: Preparing for the literature search

Cooper et al. (2018) Our Collaboration



• Guidance RE structure focused on 
reviews of effectiveness (PICO)

• Use of limits (language, publication 
date, publication type filters) can 
introduce bias

• JW drafted an initial strategy
• Peer Review G-BA Team Information 

Management 
• LJ/JW discussions (telephone)
• JW finalized
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Implicit • Shared conceptual approach and searching best practice
Explicit • Emails/telephone discussion of content (not method/process)
Lessons • Peer review valuable, also consider collaboration

• Post-COVID would use video calls not telephone

4: Designing the search strategy

Cooper et al. (2018) Our Collaboration



• Guidance summarizes “how to” 
search bibliographic databases

• Some guidance specifies a minimum 
requirement

• Finalised database strategy presented 
at working group teleconference

• Explored additional databases and 
grey literature

• Decision on databases & search limits
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Implicit • LJ/JW shared knowledge of process
Explicit • Exchange/negotiation with working group regarding database 

selection and limits
Lessons • Specialist knowledge required – help group see how decisions 

made in stage 3 (preparing) and in 6 (deciding where to search) 
are related

5&6: Determining the process of literature searching and deciding 
where to search 
Cooper et al. (2018) Our Collaboration



• Downloading, de-duplicating, using 
software to manage output of 
searches

• Lists of bibliographic management 
tools

• Download, de-duplicate
• JW co-ordinated both screening 

stages and update search
• Technical issues: Versions of EndNote, 

Firewalls, Local settings
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Implicit • Shared goals, basic processes, software preference
Explicit • Software compatibility/preferences in group

• LJ & JW discussed communication strategies
Lessons • Consider using data management template and/or web-based 

reference management tools

7: Managing the references

Cooper et al. (2018) Our Collaboration



Implicit • PRISMA
Lessons • Shared assumption about how the search process would be documented 

informed our decisions throughout and allowed us to improvise with the 
tools at hand

• Consider making reporting standards explicit and reviewing in preparatory 
stage

• Report:
• Databases searched and interface used
• Search strategies
• Limits
• Number of studies

• PRISMA flowchart (2020) as deliverable
• JW created the search report
• JW collated Ti/Ab decisions in EndNote
• LJ collated full-text screening decisions in 

Word and Excel
• LJ populated the PRISMA flowchart template 

and create supplementary materials
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8: Documenting the search

Cooper et al. (2018) Our Collaboration



• Evaluation of search strategies (retroactive)

• Peer review of search strategies (prospective)

• Planning (roles in SR process and 
expectations)

• Question formulation

• Search filters (development and selection)
• Protocol development…

• EndNote technical support – JW/LJ

• Co-ordination Ti/Ab and update screening – JW

• Co-ordination full-text screening – JW/LJ 

• Document supply – LJ 
• Reference checking – JW

• Manuscript preparation and editing – both
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Implicit • Shared perceived responsibility for process and planning

Explicit • JW/LJ: pragmatic discussions on how to support process
• Acknowledgement from group(!)

Lessons • Discuss roles explicitly and revisit as necessary
• Consider using search preparation forms to initiate explicit discussion about 

roles and expectations (c.f. Campbell & Dorgan 2015, appendix)

Beyond the Guidance

Spencer & Eldredge (2018) - selection Our Collaboration



Conclusion
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• When conducting a collaborative project in a low contextual setting
• Even though it largely worked for us(!), avoid relying on shared assumptions
• Collaborate as much as time/resources allow
• Make roles and processes explicit

• Talk through the “what” and “who” of the whole project at each appropriate stage
• Use your experience and relevant guidance and consider leveraging existing tools: PRISMA, 

PRISMA-S, PRESS, search preparation forms, data management plan templates…
• Technology & Communication

• Shared understanding of deliverables can help you respond to technical difficulties flexibly
• We recommend email, as it serves as a record of the communication
• Save telephone / video conversations for things which require discussion and minute what is 

decided
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